DEMONSTRATION SONGS AND CHANTS

Antiphonal Chant and Bank Theme Songs

2 rhythmic questions- answered by "No, no! No, no!"
2 rhythmic questions- answered by "Yes, yes! Yes, yes!"

Question: "Then why do our banks support apartheid with their loans?"

Answers: First National (count 1-2 before coming in with trumpet) Continental (Count 1 - 2 -2)
Because the 1st is apartheid's bank, They've found a way,
Because the 1st is apartheid's bank, They've found a way,
It's the 1st National Bank of apartheid! The Continental makes apartheid pay.

Song to tune of: "Oh, Freedom!"

1) Oh, 1st National, Oh, 1st National, Oh, 1st National, Listen Here!
(Continental) (Continental) (Continental)
Take the blinders from your eyes.
See the truth and where it lies.
Our money makes apartheid strong!
Don't you see?

2) No more bank loans, no more bank loans, Listen Here!

3) No more Krugerrand, no more Krugerrand, no more Krugerrand; List Here!

Son to tune of: "Joshua Fit the Battle of Jericho"

1) 1st Na-tnal hates apartheid, apartheid, apartheid.
1st Na-tnal hates apartheid, but they send it lots of money. MONEY!
(Continental) (Continental)
2) 1st Na-tnal loaned millions to apartheid, apartheid, apartheid.
1st Na-tnal loaned millions to apartheid, but the jails keep getting bigger.
(Continental) (Continental) Bigger!
3) If you can't buy freedom in South Africa, Souyth Africa, South Africa,
If you can't buy freedom in South Africa, then get our money out. OUT!

Chorus to "Banks of Marble"

But the banks are made of marble
With a guard at every door
And the vaults are stuffed with gold
That the 1) miners sweated for.
2) children
Song

I don't know but I've been told
White South Africans got all the gold;
I don't know but I think it's time
To send them down to work in the mines.

Are we right or wrong?
Right on!
Are we weak or strong?
We're strong!

I don't know but it's goin' around--
The whites own just about all of the ground.
I don't know but if I can
Gonna make 'em get rid of those Bantustans.

(Chorus)

I don't know, but they tell me
For blacks it's a land of misery;
Got no vote, few jobs, low pay--
Got to fight for freedom in every way
(Chorus)

I don't know, but it's goin' about
That the people there say "Investors--out!"
Tell those businesses and those banks
That a lot of that money goes for guns
and tanks.

(Chorus)

Consulate's here just to tell us lies;
We say U.S. ought to break all ties.
Why spend money on apartheid?
Spend it here on Chicago's side.

(Chorus)